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Abstract
Task-Oriented Dialogue systems have been001
widely deployed in real-world applications in002
the last few years. Yet, evaluations of task-003
oriented dialogue systems are relatively lim-004
ited. The informative and success score only005
consider the key entities in the generated re-006
sponses to judge whether the user’s goal is007
achieved. On the other hand, the fluency met-008
ric (BLEU score) cannot measure the qual-009
ity of the short responses properly since the010
golden responses could be diversified. To bet-011
ter explore the behavior and evaluate the gener-012
ation ability of task-oriented dialogue systems,013
we explore the relation between user utter-014
ances and system responses and their follow-015
up utterances. Therefore, we design a scorer016
named DialogueScore based on the natural017
language inference task and synthesize neg-018
ative data to train the scorer. Via perfor-019
mances of DialogueScore, we observe that020
the dialogue system fails to generate high-021
quality responses compared with the reference022
responses. Therefore, our proposed scorer023
could provide a new perspective for future dia-024
logue system evaluation and construction.025

1 Introduction026

Task-Oriented Dialogue system (Young et al.,027

2013) is a natural language processing task that028

aims at accomplishing user’s goals. The process029

of task-oriented dialogue (TOD) usually consists030

dialogue state tracking, dialogue policy for mak-031

ing actions and response generation. Recent pre-032

trained models directly generate system responses033

to user’s utterances in a sequence-to-sequence gen-034

eration manner. The process of evaluating the ef-035

fectiveness of these dialogue systems is to discrim-036

inate whether the user’s goals are accomplished by037

the generated responses (e.g. using the Informa-038

tive score and Success score (Budzianowski et al.,039

2018)) and whether the generated responses are flu-040

ent (e.g. using BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002)041

or ROUGE score (Lin, 2004)).042

User: 
I want to find a moderately priced restaurant.

Reference System Response: 
I have [value_choice] available for you! Is there 
a certain area or cuisine that interests you?

User: 
Yes I would like the restaurant to be located in 
the center of the attractions.

Generated Response: 
There are [value_choice] [value_price] 
restaurants in town. Do you have a preference 
for the type of food you would like ?

User

User

System

Coherent

Incoherent

Figure 1: The utterance-response pair is coherent while
the response and the follow-up utterance pair is not (ask
for type of food but respond with location of food). The
[value] tokens are later filled with knowledge base in-
formation given from the Dataset.

However, these existing metrics cannot fully 043

measure the quality of the generated responses: 044

the informative and success metrics only focus on 045

whether the key entities (e.g. places to travel or 046

restaurant to book) exist in the generated responses. 047

That is, once the desired entities are detected in 048

the generated responses, the session will be con- 049

sidered successfully responded. On the other hand, 050

the fluency score such as BLEU is less effective 051

since the dialogue between the user and system is 052

usually short and precise about the goal in the dia- 053

logue session. In the task-oriented dialogue tasks, 054

the evaluation process uses golden user utterances 055

in previous turns and measure the quality of cur- 056

rent turn responses regardless of the possibility that 057

the generated responses could affect the user utter- 058

ances in the next turn making the dialogue session 059

unnatural. Human evaluation is often the best indi- 060

cator of the effectiveness of deep learning systems. 061

Human-involved evaluation in dialogue systems is 062

difficult to construct since the dialogue scenario is 063

hard to reconstruct, therefore automatic scorers are 064

needed. 065

In this paper, we focus on scoring the quality 066

of the generated responses in the TOD system and 067

explore the relation between the responses and their 068

corresponding dialogue sessions. 069
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In task-oriented dialogue tasks, we assume that070

a good response should be coherent within the ses-071

sion even when the responses might not match the072

reference responses since the reference responses073

are static. We consider that by measuring the coher-074

ence between the responses and their correspond-075

ing dialogue sessions, we can measure the qual-076

ity of the generated responses. The generated re-077

sponses should match the user’s utterances and it078

should also match the content of the follow-up utter-079

ances. Therefore, we introduce two types of scorer:080

(1) utterance and response matching scorer (2) re-081

sponse and follow-up utterance matching scorer082

as illustrated in Figure 1. With these two types of083

scorers, we can measure the coherence of the gener-084

ated responses as an auxiliary tool when the BLEU085

score fails to measure the quality of the generated086

responses. Further, in task-oriented dialogue sys-087

tems, the dialogue history is extremely important,088

we measure the current pair of user utterances of089

responses based on a certain number of previous090

turns (e.g. 1/2 turns of history).091

To train the proposed scorer, we use annotated092

user-system conversation pairs as positive pairs and093

construct negative pairs based on synthetic data that094

is similar in dialogue history, topic and structure095

information. We construct negative data based on096

similar dialogue turns from several perspectives097

which contain session-similar, action/state similar098

and domain similar negatives. We train the scorer099

as a classification task using synthesized data and100

obtain the confidence of the classification results101

as the predicted score.102

Experimentally, we train the scorer based on pre-103

trained models exemplified by BERT (Devlin et al.,104

2018) and test on state-of-the-art task-oriented105

dialogue systems. Through DialogueScore per-106

formance comparisons between the generated re-107

sponses and reference responses, we observe that108

the state-of-the-art systems cannot generate re-109

sponses that have similar DialogueScore perfor-110

mances compared with the reference responses,111

indicating that the scorer can serve as a valuable112

evaluator. We also conduct a human-involved meta-113

evaluation to score the coherence of the utterance-114

response pair to prove that the proposed score is115

similar to human judgments. Therefore, we be-116

lieve that the proposed DialogueScore serves as117

an additional tool to evaluate responses in TOD118

and provides a new perspective to improve current119

dialogue systems.120

2 Related Work 121

2.1 Task-Oriented Dialogue Systems 122

Task-Oriented Dialogue (TOD) task is a major di- 123

alogue task that aims at achieving user’s goals 124

such as booking flights, restaurants, etc.(Wen et al., 125

2016; Eric and Manning, 2017). We select the di- 126

alogue response generation scenario as our target 127

task to evaluate. 128

Pipeline methods generate dialogue responses 129

based on a natural language generation module 130

while the dialogue state and policy are obtained by 131

previous modules (Young et al., 2013). 132

With pre-trained models exemplified by BERT 133

(Devlin et al., 2018), GPT (Radford et al., 2018), 134

BART (Lewis et al., 2019) and T5 (Raffel et al., 135

2019), generating responses based on pre-trained 136

sequence-to-sequence models (Yang et al., 2020; 137

Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Su et al., 2021) is widely 138

explored. 139

The evaluation metrics used in the task-oriented 140

dialogue systems concern mainly two folds: (1) 141

whether the user’s goal is achieved; (2) quality of 142

the generated responses. The basic metric is the in- 143

formative score and the success score (Mehri et al., 144

2019) that measure whether the specific entities 145

of user’s goals (e.g. obtaining the address of the 146

hotel, price of the restaurant) are all extracted and 147

given in the responses. The response quality score 148

is normally measured by BLEU score which uses 149

in evaluating the fluency of generated texts in var- 150

ious tasks such as machine translation (Sutskever 151

et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014). However, in di- 152

alogue tasks, BLEU score does not always indicate 153

good quality responses since the generated texts 154

are usually short and concise (Yang et al., 2020). 155

2.2 Neural Model Based Evaluation 156

Recent trends leverage neural models to automat- 157

ically evaluate generated texts from different per- 158

spectives. 159

FactCC (Kryściński et al., 2019) introduces lan- 160

guage inference systems to measure the factuality 161

of the generated summarizations. The factuality 162

checker is trained based on human-designed data 163

that contains certain types of factual errors in the 164

generated summarizations. The core idea of factu- 165

ality checker is to construct a new task to learn the 166

certain problem in the text generation process (e.g. 167

factuality in the text summarization tasks), which 168

is related to our work that explores the response 169
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closeness to the user utterances in task-oriented170

dialogue systems.171

Dziri et al. (2019) introduces the NLI system to172

measure the response coherence (Dang, 2005) to173

the dialogue histories in open-domain dialogues174

tasks. Open-domain dialogue does not consider175

the dialogue states and actions which is different176

from task-oriented dialogue tasks. Therefore, Dziri177

et al. (2019) uses entailment-based models based178

on the MNLI data (Williams et al., 2018) without179

exploring the details between users and systems.180

Recently, neural models can be used to con-181

struct automatic metrics. For instance, BERTScore182

(Zhang et al., 2019) uses token-level matching in183

the distributed representation space to measure the184

similarity of the generated texts and their refer-185

ences. BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021) evaluates186

generated texts using the text generation model187

(e.g. BART (Lewis et al., 2019)). Methods such188

as BLEURT (Sellam et al., 2020) use a regres-189

sion layer and train the scorer as a fine-tuning task190

based on the pre-trained models to imitate human191

judgments as well as metrics such as BLEU and192

ROUGE. The difference between constructing au-193

tomatic metrics and building neural network based194

scorers is that metrics are calculated based on refer-195

ence texts while scorers can give evaluation results196

independently.197

3 DialogueScore198

In this section, we first introduce the idea of scor-199

ing dialogue states and actions. Then we introduce200

the scorer that considers the scoring process as a201

natural language inference task. Finally, we intro-202

duce the construction and the training process of203

our scorer.204

3.1 Scoring Response Quality205

The basic idea of DialogueScore is to measure the206

quality of the generated system responses. In task-207

oriented dialogue systems, high quality responses208

should understand user’s intentions and consist209

with the entire dialogue session. That is, the re-210

sponses should be coherent within the entire di-211

alogue session. Such quality cannot be properly212

measured by current evaluation strategies since the213

BLEU score focuses more on the faithfulness with214

the reference responses and Inform and Success215

score focus on key entities extraction. Specifically,216

in TOD, the responses are usually concise and faith-217

ful to achieving user’s goals, the response quality218

Utterance-Response Scorer

Response-Utterance Scorer

Response

Response

Dialogue History

Similar States/Actions 

Response

Similar Domain 

Response

Similar Session 

Response

History

Utterance

Figure 2: Process of DialogueScore. We first train two
types of scorers with different number of dialogue his-
tories, then we use these scorers to evaluate the system
responses.

could be promising while the BLEU score is low 219

since generated texts could be the paraphrasing of 220

the reference texts. 221

Therefore, to measure the relation between gen- 222

erated responses and their surrounding texts within 223

the dialogue session, we introduce two types of 224

relation between the responses and the dialogue 225

session. By exploring the connections between the 226

responses and their corresponding user utterances 227

and follow-up user utterances, we can measure the 228

coherence of the responses within the dialogue ses- 229

sion. 230

Utterance and Response Relation: 231

System responses are supposed to satisfy the 232

user’s queries, therefore, the system response 233

should be coherent to the last user utterance. A 234

proper response to the user utterance indicates that 235

the system is familiar with the dialogue states in 236

the current session. 237

Response and Utterance Relation: 238

Similarly, system responses should also be co- 239

herent to the follow-up user utterances. Human dia- 240

logue requires interactions between both customers 241

and service providers, therefore, the generated re- 242

sponses should also focus on the coherence with 243

the follow-up user utterances. 244

Considering these two types of relation, we build 245

two scorers as an auxiliary evaluation tool to eval- 246
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uate the quality of the generated responses when247

the responses are not matched with the reference248

responses.249

3.2 Scoring with Dialogue Histories250

The utterance-response scorer and the response-251

utterance scorer described above lacks the dialogue252

history information which is the major topic of dia-253

logue tasks. Therefore, we improve our coherence254

scorer with dialogue histories.255

Specifically, we construct scorers that concern256

different number of previous turns in predicting257

the coherence of the current pair. That is, we258

add dialogue histories in the front of the utterance-259

response pair for the scorer to learn information260

about previous dialogue sessions. Here, we do not261

consider all previous dialogue histories since we262

aim to fairly measure the response quality in differ-263

ent turns. Otherwise, responses from the last turns264

receive more dialogue history information which265

could bring extra information or noise to the scorer.266

3.3 NLI System as Scorer267

It is straightforward to incorporate natural language268

inference to construct a scorer to explore the rela-269

tion between generated responses and their corre-270

sponding dialogue session since the NLI system is271

designed to measure the relation of a pair of texts.272

Suppose we have T turns of dialogue in a given273

session, we define the tth user utterance as ut. For274

the tth system response to the user’s queries, we de-275

fine as rt. Besides current turns, we denote N turns276

of dialogue history before the tth pair of utterance-277

response using ht = [ut−N , rt−N , ut−N+1, · · · ].278

Therefore, the NLI system F (·) that scores the con-279

sistency between the tth response and utterance280

predicts s = F ([ht;ut], rt) for utterance and re-281

sponse relation and s = F ([ht;ut, rt],ut+1) for282

response and follow-up utterance relation. We use283

the softmaxed score as the final DialogueScore.284

3.4 Data Synthesis285

The scorer is supposed to understand whether the286

generated responses are natural in the dialogue con-287

texts. We construct negatives that are similar to the288

reference responses as synthesized data to train the289

scorer.290

We focus on different perspectives in the dia-291

logue dataset:292

• Session Information: We assume that informa-293

tion of responses in the same dialogue session294

is related. That is, the dialogue belief states 295

and actions are consistent within the same ses- 296

sion. Therefore, for the tth pair, we use a ran- 297

domly selected response rs where s 6= t from 298

the same session as the negative response to 299

construct the negative sample. 300

• Domain Information: In task-oriented dia- 301

logue systems, dialogue sessions from the 302

same domain (e.g. booking flights or ho- 303

tels) are supposed to share similar dialogue 304

structures. That is, the procedure of booking 305

a flight or finding a place to dine is similar 306

among different sessions. Therefore, we intro- 307

duce a simple negative construction method. 308

We use the same order of system response rdt 309

where rd is the response from another same- 310

domain session as the negative response of 311

the current pair. That is, we use the response 312

from the tth turn in session rd as the negative 313

sample for the tth turn in session r. 314

• Dialogue States/Action Information: Besides 315

the domain and session level similar infor- 316

mation, we could directly use the dialogue 317

actions and states information to construct 318

negative responses. We use responses that 319

share the same dialogue states and actions as 320

negative responses. 321

We introduce several straightforward strategies 322

to synthesize data to train the scorer that is able 323

to evaluate the quality of the generated responses. 324

Different from synthesizing data in building fac- 325

tuality checker in summarization evaluations, in 326

task-oriented dialogue systems, the unnatural re- 327

sponses are relatively difficult to define. Therefore, 328

instead of synthesizing certain types of unrelated 329

responses or useless responses, we synthesize neg- 330

atives by categories. We aim at certain perspectives 331

which could be essential to the task-oriented dia- 332

logue systems. In task-oriented dialogue systems, 333

information such as domain difference or action 334

difference could significantly affect the response 335

generation. 336

With our proposed scorer training process, we 337

are able to construct multiple scorers that can be 338

used in evaluating the quality of generated texts in- 339

stead of simply counting key entities and using co- 340

occurrence compared with the reference responses 341

as evaluation. 342
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4 Experiments343

In this section, we construct experiments on task-344

oriented dialogue tasks using our proposed Dia-345

logueScore to evaluate the strong baselines and346

explore whether the state-of-the-art models can347

achieve satisfactory results on DialogueScore. Plus,348

we design experiments exploring the faithfulness of349

our proposed score compared with human judges.350

4.1 Datasets351

We use the Multi-WOZ 2.0 dataset (Budzianowski352

et al., 2018) which is the most widely used dataset353

in the task-oriented dialogue tasks. Multi-WOZ354

dataset contains end-to-end dialogue modeling, di-355

alogue state tracking and user intent classification356

sub tasks. We only test the dialogue response mod-357

eling task since DialogueScore aims to evaluate the358

quality of the generated responses. In the Multi-359

WOZ dataset, the response generation process is360

constructed on the database state which is automati-361

cally retrieved from a database pre-constructed. We362

also use this pre-defined database information in363

the response generation. Further, we establish both364

full-data and few-shot settings based on the Multi-365

WOZ dataset. That is, we use a small proportion of366

the training set (10 %) to train the model.367

4.2 Baseline Models368

We use several state-of-the-art models and use our369

proposed DialogueScore to evaluate the quality of370

their generated responses.371

The first model we test is the state-of-the-art372

model named PPTOD (Su et al., 2021) which in-373

cludes a unique further pre-training stage initial-374

ized from the T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) model. The375

PPTOD model achieves the state-of-the-art perfor-376

mances on task-oriented dialogue tasks using text-377

to-text pre-training task that specially designed for378

task-oriented dialogue tasks.379

We use the small version of the PPTOD model380

which contains 6 layers of encoder and 6 layers381

of decoder which has similar parameter number382

compared with BERT-base model.383

We also test the UBAR (Yang et al., 2020) model384

which uses GPT model as their backbone model.385

The UBAR model uses dialogue states in the re-386

sponse generation process different from the vanilla387

sequence-to-sequence generation process used in388

the PPTOD model.389

4.3 Scorer Training Details 390

We train our scorer based on the BERT-base- 391

uncased model (Devlin et al., 2018) following the 392

implementations provided by Huggingface Trans- 393

formers (Wolf et al., 2019). Following the details 394

of fine-tuning NLI tasks, we train the scorer with 395

hyper-parameters listed below. We set batch size 396

to 64 with learning rate 2e-5 and run 3 epochs on 397

NVIDIA 3090 GPUs. 398

The numbers of using more number of history 399

turns in the synthesized dataset are smaller since 400

some sessions do not have enough turns to con- 401

struct dialogue histories. 402

4.4 Metrics 403

4.4.1 Automatic Evaluation 404

The traditional evaluation metric includes Inform, 405

Success and BLEU score. Following , a com- 406

bined score is introduced: Combined = (Inform 407

+ Success) / 2 +BLEU. 408

In the Inform and Success calculation, the score 409

is calculated based on the entire session. 410

In the BLEU score calculation, we calculate the 411

BLEU score based on the reference responses and 412

the generated responses. The evaluation unit is one 413

turn in a dialogue session. 414

Our proposed DialogueScore measures the turn- 415

level response quality therefore the evaluation unit 416

is also a turn. We calculate the average score of 417

multiple turn history DialogueScore as the final 418

score measuring the utterance and response coher- 419

ence and the response and follow-up utterance co- 420

herence. 421

4.4.2 Human Evaluation 422

Besides DialogueScore evaluation and traditional 423

metrics evaluation, we introduce a human-involved 424

meta evaluation to measure the quality of the gen- 425

erated responses. Through this meta evaluation, we 426

are able to calculate the correlation coefficient be- 427

tween the evaluation scores and the human ratings. 428

Specifically, we select 50 dialogue responses and 429

give certain number (4 turns) of dialogue histories 430

plus the follow-up utterance and ask human judges 431

to score whether the responses are natural in the 432

given dialogue session. 433

Following Su et al. (2021), we ask multiple 434

human judges to evaluate the responses withe 435

respect to whether the responses are coherent 436

within the session and use the averaged score. 437

Human judges need to predict the responses as 438
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Model
Metric Reference PPTOD UBAR PPTOD-fewshot

Traditional Metrics

Inform - 87.8 85.1 83.5
Success - 75.3 71.0 68.2
BLEU - 19.9 16.2 15.6

DialogueScore: Utterance-Response

0-His. 53.5 56.8 ↑3.3 56.4↑2.9 58.0↑4.5
1-His. 54.2 56.7↑2.5 54.2↑0 58.5↑4.3
2-His. 52.8 53.9↑1.1 52.1↓0.7 59.1↑6.3
3-His. 51.3 43.1↓8.2 29.0↓22.3 36.3↓15
4-His. 51.5 44.4↓7.1 33.0↓18.5 43.4↓8.1

DialogueScore: Response-Utterance

0-His. 55.0 34.4↓20.6 35.6↓19.4 33.5↓21.5
1-His. 53.7 33.1↓20.6 32.2↓21.5 30.9↓22.8
2-His. 53.2 34.9↓18.3 30.9↓22.3 31.0↓22.2
3-His. 49.6 42.3↓7.3 32.2↓17.4 32.5↓17.1
4-His. 50.0 44.3↓5.7 39.5↓10.5 41.6↓8.4

Table 1: Model Evaluation with DialogueScore on the
Testset of Multi-WOZ 2.0 Dataset. The arrow suggests
the gap between the generated and reference texts.

fully(2)/partial(1)/zero(0) related to the session439

based on the dialogue histories and the follow-440

up user utterance. We then calculate the corre-441

lation coefficient between scores (BLEU and Dia-442

logueScore) and the meta evaluation results.443

4.5 Results444

In Table 1, we show the evaluation results of the445

DialogueScore on state-of-the-art models as long446

as the traditional metric results. In Table 2, we447

show the evaluation results of DialogueScore met-448

ric measured by the Kendall and Spearman correla-449

tion index compared with the meta evaluation.450

4.5.1 Response Evaluation with451

DialogueScore452

As seen in Table 1, state-of-the-art models are453

struggling in achieving promising results of Di-454

alogueScore.455

In Utterance-Response DialogueScore which456

considers over 3 turns of dialogue histories, the457

generated texts from the best model PPTOD are458

still 7 points worse than the reference responses,459

indicating that the generated texts are less satis-460

factory when the scorer considers multiple turns461

of dialogue histories. The generated responses do462

not match their corresponding user utterances, in-463

dicating that these responses do not understand the464

dialogue states given previous dialogue informa-465

tion.466

Also, we can observe that when the dialogue467

history number is small (less than 3 turns), the gen-468

erated texts can obtain higher performances than469

the reference responses in the utterance-response 470

score. We assume that the neural dialogue sys- 471

tems always respond to the user’s queries without 472

deeply understanding the dialogue states. There- 473

fore, when the scorer only considers the utterance 474

and response pair without any dialogue histories, 475

the query-answer pattern is prevailing and the gen- 476

erated responses are more concise than reference 477

responses. On the other hand, the reference re- 478

sponses are sometimes spontaneous which makes 479

it harder for automatic scorers to evaluate. We ex- 480

plore this phenomenon in detail in the later section. 481

Further, in the results of the Response-Utterance 482

DialogueScore, the performances of the generated 483

texts are constantly worse than the reference re- 484

sponses. The generated responses cannot match 485

the follow-up user utterances, indicating that these 486

generated responses cannot anticipate the user’s 487

goals properly. The generated responses only an- 488

swer to the user’s queries without paying attention 489

to the entire dialogue session, which is more similar 490

to a question-answering system instead of dialogue 491

system. 492

4.5.2 Model-Wise Evaluation 493

In Table 1, we observed that different models per- 494

form differently in both traditional metrics and 495

DialogueScore. Compared with standard PPTOD 496

model, the fewshot PPTOD model that uses only 10 497

% training data achieves unsatisfied performances 498

in DialogueScore. We can notice that when the data 499

is limited, the model focus more on the utterance- 500

response pair without considering dialogue histo- 501

ries, which results in the highest performances in 502

the 0-turn and 1-turn history utterance-response 503

scorer. On the other hand, we can observe that 504

when the traditional performances are similar, the 505

DialogueScore could show a larger difference be- 506

tween the PPTOD model and its previous baseline 507

UBAR model. 508

4.5.3 Meta Evaluation of DialogueScore 509

We calculate the correlation coefficient score be- 510

tween each automatic evaluation metrics and the 511

the meta evaluation score. Further, we consider 512

that DialogueScore can fairly score generated texts 513

that are not match the reference texts by the BLEU 514

score, therefore we construct an additional testset 515

that only selects low BLEU score (lower than 1.0 516

BLEU score) samples from the testset annotated 517

by human judges. 518

As seen in Table 2, we can observe that: 519
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Model
Metric Average Kendall Spearman

Traditional Metrics

Inform 87.7 - -
Success 75.0 - -
BLEU 18.9 0.17 0.24
BLEU(lowBLEU) 0.5 0.20 0.27

DialogueScore: Utterance-Response

0-His. 57.0 0.13 ↓0.04 0.14 ↓0.10
1-His. 56.8 0.19↑0.02 0.21↓0.03
2-His. 53.9 0.25↑0.08 0.28↑0.04
3-His. 43.0 0.09↓0.08 0.10↓0.14
4-His. 44.4 0.06↓0.11 0.08↓0.16

DialogueScore: Response-Utterance

0-His. 34.5 0.53↑0.36 0.61↑0.37
1-His. 33.4 0.48↑0.31 0.56↑0.32
2-His. 35.3 0.28↑0.11 0.33↑0.07
3-His. 42.4 0.24↑0.07 0.30↑0.06
4-His. 44.3 0.37↑0.20 0.38↑0.14

Utterance-Response(lowBLEU)

0-His. 52.9 0.34↑0.14 0.38↑0.11
1-His. 56.8 0.24↑0.04 0.27↑0.01
2-His. 45.7 0.27↑0.07 0.31↑0.04
3-His. 39.9 0.08↓0.12 0.08↓0.19
4-His. 44.0 0.05↓0.15 0.10↓0.17

Response-Utterance(lowBLEU)

0-His. 32.2 0.38↑0.18 0.45↑0.18
1-His. 35.6 0.40↑0.20 0.48↑0.21
2-His. 41.6 0.30↑0.10 0.34↑0.07
3-His. 46.7 0.25↑0.05 0.28↑0.01
4-His. 45.7 0.28↑0.08 0.32↑0.05

Human Rating 1.10 - -
Human Rating (lowBLEU) 1.00 - -

Table 2: Metric evaluation of DialogueScore. The ar-
row suggests the gap between DialogueScore and the
corresponding BLEU score.

High Correlation in DialogueScore: in the re-520

sponse and follow-up utterance scorer, we can ob-521

serve that the scorer considers limited dialogue522

histories obtain high correlation score with human523

judges, indicating that the scorer can successfully524

tell whether the generated responses are coherent525

within the dialogue session.526

Scorer with Dialogue Histories: we found that527

with limited history or too much dialogue histories,528

the user-response scorer does not show significant529

correlation with human judges while show signifi-530

cant correlation with reference responses. This un-531

usual phenomenon indicates that in TOD systems,532

the response answered by human might not con-533

sist with other human judges considering that the534

dialogue sessions cannot be easily re-constructed.535

Therefore, strong automatic scorers are needed in536

TOD system to imitate human behaviors since hu-537

man responses and judgements might be different.538

Low-BLEU Score Samples:539

We introduced DialogueScore as an auxiliary540

tool to score the quality of the generated response.541

Model
Metric DS Session Domain State/Act.

DialogueScore: Utterance-Response

0-His. 53.5/56.8 82.4/86.6 72.2/76.0 62.2/65.5
1-His. 54.2/56.7 85.9/88.7 75.1/79.2 63.4/65.2
2-His. 52.8/53.9 83.4/81.3 76.6/80.0 62.6/66.3
3-His. 51.3/44.4 84.3/82.2 78.2/78.9 63.1/58.9
4-His. 55.0/34.4 83.4/75.9 80.0/73.0 62.9/56.8

DialogueScore: Response-Utterance

0-His. 55.0/34.4 84.5/65.0 73.0/52.5 64.8/48.6
1-His. 53.7/33.1 84.9/67.0 73.6/53.1 65.1/51.1
2-His. 53.2/34.9 83.0/64.7 73.7/56.2 64.2/53.3
3-His. 49.5/42.3 81.0/74.3 74.8/56.3 65.1/57.0
4-His. 50.0/48.9 80.4/73.6 74.4/55.3 67.5/60.0

Table 3: Ablation Studies of scorers using different
synthetic data on the Multi-WOZ 2.0 testset using the
PPTOD-small model. -/- is the reference response
score and PPTOD model output score correspondingly.

Therefore, we establish an experiment to explore 542

cases where the BLEU score fails to measure the 543

response quality. We select samples with low bleu 544

score and calculate the corresponding correlation 545

score between DialogueScore and human judges. 546

As seen, the human ratings drop by 0.1 point 547

while DialogueScore shows significant improve- 548

ment compared with the BLEU score, indicating 549

that when the BLEU score becomes less effective, 550

the DialogueScore can serve as an additional tool 551

to help evaluate the response quality. 552

4.6 Ablations 553

We conduct experiments to explore the construc- 554

tion process of our proposed scorer. That is, we 555

only consider a certain type of synthesized data 556

in training the scorer. We test the reference re- 557

sponse DialogueScore and the generated response 558

DialogueScore and show in Table 3. As seen, when 559

the scorer is trained on one type of synthesized 560

negative data, the average score is higher than the 561

scorer trained by all synthesized data combined. 562

We can observe that scorer trained using the state 563

and action similar negatives does not show signif- 564

icant difference between reference and generated 565

responses. This indicates that though the purpose 566

of the scorer is to evaluate the quality of the gener- 567

ated responses, directly using negatives with simi- 568

lar states/actions does not help much. Using differ- 569

ent perspectives of negatives can help the scorer to 570

understand better about the quality of the generated 571

responses. Therefore, we believe that a stronger 572

scorer trained on higher quality negatives could 573

obtain better results in response evaluation. 574
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Type Text BLEU DialogueScore

Reference
Dialogue
Session

User: hi, i need a train to broxbourne , please.
System: what day will you be traveling? - 0.98/0.99

User: i will be leaving on saturday and i am departing from cambridge .
System: there are [value_choice] trains that day do you have a time you will be traveling?
User: i need to arrive by 16:15 and i want to book it for 6 people .

- 0.96/0.97

Generated
Dialogue
Session

User: hi , i need a train to broxbourne , please .
System: i can help you with that . where will you be departing from ? 0.43 0.98/0.99

User: i will be leaving on saturday and i am departing from cambridge .
System: there are [value_choice] trains leaving [value_departure] on [value_day] .
what time would you like to leave ?
User: i need to arrive by 16:15 and i want to book it for 6 people .

16.46 0.96/0.97

Table 4: Difference in the BLEU score and Dialogue Score evaluation.

4.7 Analysis575

4.7.1 Difference between BLEU and576

DialogueScore577

The major problem about using the BLEU score578

in evaluating TOD systems is that the BLEU score579

highly rely on the co-occurrence between the refer-580

ence response and the generated response. While581

in response generation, texts can be very different582

with the same purpose in TOD systems. The case583

study in Table 4 also proves such a phenomenon:584

the responses generated by the neural networks can585

understand the user’s goals and give proper sugges-586

tions for the user. Yet the representation does not587

match the reference responses which results in poor588

BLEU score. In such a case, we can observe that589

the DialogueScore can give high confidence that590

the generated texts are fluent and proper as system591

responses.592

Therefore, the matching of tokens might not be593

necessary when it comes to system responses in the594

TOD system. We can conclude that in the TOD sys-595

tems, automatic scorer can be helpful in improving596

dialogue systems as a proper evaluation guidance.597

Our proposed DialogueScore could be a possible598

direction of exploring automatic evaluations in the599

dialogue systems.600

4.7.2 Variance in Multi-Turn DialogueScore601

As illustrated above, in Table 1, the generated re-602

sponses achieve even higher performances than the603

reference responses in the utterance-response Dia-604

logueScore with small number of histories (smaller605

than 3 turns).606

When the utterance-response scorer only consid-607

ers limited number of dialogue histories, the scorer608

can only focus on the query-answer pair between609

the user and the system.610

As seen in the case study in Figure 3, when611

the scorer is able to consider previous histories, it612

can understand that the question asked by the user613

i am looking for an entertaining tourist attraction , can 
point me in the direction of some places to check out ?

there are [value_choice] attractions in the [value_area] . 
what type of attraction are you looking for ?

no preference , please just pick 1 and give me the 
postcode and address .

i think you would enjoy [value_name] . they are located 
at [value_address] . their postcode is [value_postcode] . 
can i help you with anything else ?

what area is the funky fun house located ?

0-turn-history score :


0.212


1-turn-history score :


0.451


Response & 

Follow-up Utterance 
DialogueScore :


Figure 3: Case Study of Multi-turn DialogueScore.
The 0-turn-history DialogueScore focuses on the query
asked by the user therefore predict a relatively lower
score. When the scorer focuses on more dialogue his-
tory, the scorer can give higher confidence about the
response quality.

in the follow-up utterance is a proper response to 614

the system question "can I help you with anything 615

else?". Without considering the dialogue histories, 616

the scorer does not understand the user’s intent 617

about looking for the attraction, therefore a follow- 618

up question may be considered inconsistent with 619

the system response. Therefore, it is effective that 620

we construct multiple scorers which consider dif- 621

ferent numbers of dialogue histories. 622

5 Conclusion 623

In this paper, we explore the possibility of better 624

evaluation of generated responses in TOD systems. 625

We propose an automatic scorer DialogueScore 626

to measure responses based on not only previous 627

user utterances but follow-up user utterances. We 628

construct experiments to show that the generated 629

responses are less satisfactory evaluated by Di- 630

alogueScore. We are hoping that such a scorer 631

can provide a potential direction in building task- 632

oriented dialogue systems. 633
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